Consumers Produce
Serving the Strip And
Wine Enthusiasts for 57 Years
By Daniel Casciato
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Nino Sapone has been
making wine since he was
four years old. He got his
start by helping his father
and grandfather press and
crush grapes. Now a father
with two toddlers of his
own, Sapone has continued
the family tradition. Each
year, he and 35 of his closest
friends and family members,
gather at his Findley Township home to make barrels
of Red Zinfandel, Merlot,
Cabernet Sauvignon, Sangiovese, and Pinot Grigio.
Like all seasoned winemakers, Sapone knows that the
key to making excellent
wine begins with the quality
of the grapes. Getting them
fresh is critical to successful
winemaking. For Sapone,
there’s no better place than
Consumers Produce in the
Strip District to purchase
his grapes.
“We keep buying our grapes
there because the quality
and variety of the grapes is
better than anywhere else.
It’s incredible,” said Sapone,
who buys 300 crates of
grapes per year from Consumers Produce. “They also
sell a lot of the winemaking
equipment. The barrels and
machinery are excellent. You
can buy anything you need
to be a winemaker there. To
me, there’s just no comparison. I won’t go anywhere
else.”
Mickey Bell agreed. As the
treasurer for The Grape
Nutz Winemakers Club in
Butler, PA, Bell is responsible for ordering grapes
twice a year for the 75-plus
members of the organization.
“Because we collectively
order the grapes, Consumers Produce delivers the
products directly to us,” she
said. “That’s what’s great
about their people. Besides
offering great products, they
offer convenience, and make
it really easy to work with
them.”
After not getting the service
they wanted from another
produce company a few
years ago, Bell and some
other members of the
14-year-old wine club began
researching new produce
companies to order from.

Consumers Produce came highly recommended.
“From day one, they were very accommodating to our needs,” said Bell, who, with
her husband, has been making white wines,
red wines, and champagnes for the last
five years. “They’re all great to work with,
especially Ron Casertano. He has been top
notch from the day we started working
with him. Ron can help you select the best
grapes for any type of wine you want. He’s
a great resource for anyone who wants to
make wine.”

Customers First
Ron Casertano, who has worked in the purchasing and sales department at Consumers
Produce since 1986, always looks forward
to wine season. That’s the last two weeks of
September and the first two weeks of October. Most of the customers purchase the
grapes in person. The nature of the produce
business has changed drastically over the
last decade. Many of the larger customers
of produce companies, like Giant Eagle and
Kuhns, typically purchase online or over
the phone and have the products delivered
to the door.
“I enjoy the face-to-face relationships or the
opportunity to sell to someone in person,”
Casertano says. “I think that’s why I developed such affection for the winemaking
business.”
Regardless of how they interact with its
customers -- in person, online, or by phone
-- the founders of Consumers determined
long ago that if they were to excel in the
competitive produce marketplace, they
would have to provide superior customer
service.
“Customers are our number one priority,”
emphasized Pete Machi, who manages
corporate sales for Consumers. “My main
focus is to make sure that customers are
happy. I like to come to work each day and
find the best quality product at the best
value for them.”
Consumers’ president and CEO, Alan
Siger, says his
philosophy
is to “treat
employees,
suppliers, and
customers
as I would
want to be
treated.” His
father, Fred,
was one of
the original
founders of
the company
with Anthony Corso
and Albert
Cohen.
“The
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Consumer Produce continued

key to our company’s success is our people,”
he says. “You need bricks and mortar to
operate, but the key to your success will
always be your people.”
That attitude and the company’s produce
excellence, has kept this family-ownedand-operated business growing since 1952.
Machi, who has been in the produce business for 50 years, says that attitude drew
him to Consumers in the first place.
“I always had one theory about being a produce man,” he says. “If I wanted to work in
this business, I wanted to work at the best
place. The Siger Family has been very good
to me. Alan Siger is a wonderful person to
work for. He’s a great CEO and has been
very good and generous to us. The Siger
family has been good to work for because
they treat their people excellently.”

strawberries don’t match those of tomatoes
in the warehouse. Consumers meets all its
needs with individually climate-controlled
coolers.
Consumers also built the first high-tech
banana-ripening rooms and the first photoelectric tomato sorting center in the region.
Another first was being one of the first
produce companies in the country to offer
Web access in the mid1990’s.
“Since then, customers have been able to
purchase their wine products and supplies
online,” says Casertano. “Online purchasing is a major convenience in this busy,
fast-paced world we all live in. Buying this
way is convenient because they can decide
when to make their wine and have their
products available for pick-up when they
want them.”

Changing With the Times

57 Fruitful
Years

Since the company’s founding in 1952,
Consumers has continually strengthened its
competitive positioning to more effectively
meet the needs of its demanding customers.
In the 1980’s, to meet customer demand,
the company expanded into a full-line
distributorship. As the market consolidated,
it became a broad-line distributor to handle
everything from asparagus to zucchini.
Over time, Consumers has become the
region’s largest full-line distributor, selling
to grocery warehouses, like Giant Eagle and
Shop ’n Save, as well as corporate and independent food-service companies. Walk-in
trade is also welcome.
“The demands of the industry and corporate food-service business prompted this
change,” says Casertano. “Stores became
more dependent on us when we became
a full-line distributor. And rather than
customers coming to the market, we found
it necessary to deliver to customers to meet
their needs. That’s when it became apparent
to us to become a broad-line distributor.”
Consumers also takes pride in being at
the forefront of produce technology. It is
one of the few produce companies in the
region that offers a climate-controlled,
100,000-square-foot warehouse and refrigerated delivery trucks. Whether it’s a sweltering summer or a frigid winter, customers
are assured that the produce remains fresh
and this enables them to realize the highest
return on their dollar.
“We can maintain our cold chain from the
time we purchase our products to the time
that customers receive them,” says Casertano. “Next to customer service, I think
our state-of-the-art facility is our strongest
suit.”
Maintaining the proper temperature is critical to controlling the ripening process and
extending produce shelf life. The optimum
temperatures for produce vary as widely as
the variety of selections that Consumers
offers. The needs of bananas differ from
oranges, and the temperature tolerances of
14
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When the
original founders launched
the business 57
years ago, they
set a goal of
providing customers with the
best service and
quality at the
best possible
price. Siger is
continuing that
tradition.
“We’re proud
Alan Siger, President & CEO
to be part of
Pittsburgh and growing here,” he says.
“When we moved to this facility in 1997,
we had about 60 employees. Since then, we
have doubled
Peter F. Machi
our employee
count, and
we’re proud to
have been able
to create jobs.”
The multigenerational
business has
always been
located in the
Strip District.
The company
operated in
the Pittsburgh
market along
the produce
terminal in
several different buildings over the years.
In 1997, the demands of the industry and
changes in food-safety concerns prompted
the company to move to its current facility
on 21st and Railroad Streets.
“This was one of our old buildings,” says
Siger. “We actually had five sites at one
point. As we grew, we needed more space,
and having five sites made it incredibly
inefficient. Consolidating everything in
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Consumer Produce continued

one facility enabled us to be more efficient
and treat products the way they should be
treated, such as using temperature control
for all of our products.”

Giving Back to the Community
Today, Consumers reaches out in many
ways to the community in Southwestern
Pennsylvania. Thousands of boxes of fruits
and vegetables, and countless volunteer
hours by the Consumers Produce family,
are donated every year to Western Pennsylvania charities. Whether it’s walk-a-thons
and races looking for something to refresh
the troops, or the Greater Pittsburgh
Community Food Bank helping to meet
the needs of those less fortunate, you can
always be sure to find Consumers Produce
there.
“We always felt it was important to give
back to the community,” says Siger. “We
support organizations when we can through
monetary donations or through product
donations.”

The Art of Winemaking Takes Off
When it’s winemaking season, there’s no
better place than Consumers to shop for
grapes. Today, grapes and winemaking supplies remain an important seasonal aspect
of the company’s business. About 500 tons
of wine-grape
products move
through its
warehouse in a
season. Making
homemade
wine has always
been a strong
tradition in
the region and
Consumers is
the best known
hot spot for
buying fresh,
quality grapes.
Not only are
more people
making wine,
Ron Casertano
Photo Credit: Gene Pushkar
they are doing it in bigger quantities, according to
Casertano.
“We thought that our business would fade
when the traditional Italian winemakers
were finished with their process or after
they got to an age where it just became
unimportant to them. But the exact opposite has happened. The hobby continues to
grow by leaps and bounds,” says Casertano.
He’s a winemaking expert himself and has
won several amateur awards from WineMaker Magazine with winemaking friends,
Ron Chabol and Mike Rubino.
Casertano says that the hobby has become
popular because a lot of tradition is associated with it.
“So many people, particularly in our
region, have ties to the winemaking tradition,” he says. “Now you see the grandsons

of the home wine makers who remember
their grandfathers’ making wine and want
to pursue the tradition but want to come
up with a different result. They want to
pursue this tradition but get better at it.
The hobby has just taken off.”
As they look forward to the upcoming
winemaking season, Sapone and Bell
recommend that all winemakers — novice
and pros alike — start with Consumers
Produce.
“To start out the right way, visit Consumers Produce and talk to Ron,” says Sapone.
“There are a lot of different ways to make
wines, and a lot of different Internet sites,
but to do it the right way, you need to talk
to someone who knows the grapes and the
kinds of grapes that’ll make the trip from
California. Only Ronnie knows where the
best grapes are.”
“Starting from scratch with Casertano is the
key,” adds Rubino, who spent most of his
life in the Strip District as a resident and a
businessman.
“Ronnie is the grape specialist in the entire
region,” he says. “And Consumers Produce has long been one of the finest grape
importers in the tri-state area. Everyone
there does a fantastic job and they have an
efficient operation.” He points out that best
of all, the warehouse is amazingly clean.
That’s a prerequisite for making quality
wine. They are far advanced in wine grapes
and table grapes and are the top-shelf produce house between New York and Chicago
as far as I’m concerned. I wouldn’t shop
anywhere else.”
For more information about Consumers
Produce, visit www.consumersproduce.com
or call 412.281-0722. !

And Noah, he often said to
his wife when he sat down
to dine,
“I don’t care where the
water goes if it doesn’t get
into the wine.”
G. K. Chesterton
1874-1936
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